Meeting held at Winnellie Park on Wednesday, 24 June 2020

WEATHER: Fine   TRACK: Good
Stewards: E Berry (Chief Steward), E Harper
Veterinary Surgeons: J Eastley
Lure Driver: S McGowan

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Nil

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
- Injury: FLAMING MOE, GREAT KNOCK, NAK FACTOR, WEEONA LUCKY and EIGHT JEWELS
- Illness: Nil
- Seasonal: Nil

LATE SCRATCHINGS: Race 5 - CRAIG'S MISTAKE

FINES: Nil

SATISFACTORY TRIALS: Nil

SUSPENSIONS: WEEONA PADDY, 28 days from 24/06/2020

SAMPLES TAKEN: Nil

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds were vetted and found not to be injured - WEEONA WENDY and AIN'T NO BODY

Race 1 - Best 8/312 - Best 8 - 7:22 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. RECREATIONAL checked off the heels of SNOOP A LOOP near the driving tower. NOT LOITERING checked off the heels of RECREATINAL shortly after. CROCODILE BOLT checked off the heels of NOT LOITERING near the driving tower. RECREATIONAL and SNOOP A LOOP bumped near the driving tower. GO BRANDI checked off the heels of CROCODILE FLOW on the home turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 GO BRANDI at 1.80
2: No.2 CROCODILE FLOW at 14.00
3: No.4 RECREATIONAL at 5.60

RUN ON: 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 7
MARGINS: 1 3/4, 1/2, 2, 1 1/2, neck
TIME/SPLITS: 18.55, 7.35-11.20

Race 2 - Mixed M/5/312 - Mixed M/5 - 7:42 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. THREE SIX SUITED checked off the heels of REAL HEAT in the back straight. TIARA'S MISS checked off the heels of KATY HAIRY near the driving tower. RED RAILER tighten for room near the driving tower, causing RED RAILER to lose ground. THREE SIX SUITED checked off the heels of RED RAILER on the home turn. PIZZA TOOL and REAL HEAT bumped on the home turn. KATY HAIRY and SIBLING bumped on the home turn. RED RAILER and PIZZA TOOL bumped in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.8 AUNTY CHRIS at 7.40
2: No.7 TIARA'S MISS at 4.80
3: No.4 REAL HEAT at 6.70
Unplaced Fav: RED RAILER at 4.30

RUN ON: 8, 7, 4, 1, 2, 6, 3, 5
MARGINS: 1/2, 4 1/2, 1, nose, 1/2head, 3/4, 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 18.89, 7.47-11.42
Race 3 - Mixed 4/5/312 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:04 PM

The greyhounds made an even start. WEEONA PADDY checked off the heels of SPRING DOUBLE in the back straight. RITTO’S HANGER checked off the heels of MINOR DETAILS near the driving tower. MINOR DETAILS checked off the heels of MATILDA ROAD near the driving tower. RITTO’S HANGER and MINOR DETAILS bumped on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound WEEONA PADDY after the race revealed that the greyhound had injured its left hindleg. As a result of this injury, WEEONA PADDY was suspended from racing for twenty-eight (28) days.

RESULTS:

1: No.6 FURNACE at 16.50
2: No.2 QUETZALLI at 2.20
3: No.7 MATILDA ROAD at 4.90

RUN ON: 6, 2, 7, 4, 5, 1, 3, 8
MARGINS: 1/2, 3/4, 2 1/2, 1 3/4, 1, 5, 13 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 18.63, 7.36-11.27

Race 4 - Grade 4/383 - Grade 4 - 8:22 PM

The greyhounds made an even start. OUTLAW ARNHEM checked off the heels of CHOICE WAY shortly after the start, causing OUTLAW ARNHEM to fall back. LEMON DROP and AGENT NAT bumped in the back straight. AGENT NAT checked off the heels of LEMON DROP in the back straight. LEMON DROP and GALLOPING EDDIE bumped in the home straight. GALLOPING EDDIE checked off the heels of LEMON DROP shortly after.

RESULTS:

1: No.6 CHOICE WAY at 3.80
2: No.7 SPIRIT BAR at 8.20
3: No.2 LEMON DROP at 2.80

RUN ON: 6, 7, 2, 8, 3, 4
MARGINS: 7 1/4, 2, 1 1/2, 2, 5 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 22.44, 11.08-11.36

Race 5 - Best 8/537 - Best 8 - 8:43 PM

The greyhounds made an even start. EL DONBERTO and HE’S ALL GRUNT bumped shortly after the start. HE’S ALL GRUNT checked off the heels of BEFORE THE FIRE on the first turn. BEFORE THE FIRE and SPIRIT MONELLI bumped on the first turn. HE’S ALL GRUNT raced wide on the first turn. EL DONBERTO and SPIRIT MONELLI bumped on the home turn.

RESULTS:

1: No.2 HE’S ALL GRUNT at 1.60
2: No.6 BEFORE THE FIRE at 4.60
3: No.4 EL DONBERTO at 8.80

RUN ON: 2, 6, 4, 1
MARGINS: 1 1/4, 3, 1/2head
TIME/SPLITS: 32.13, 5.38-12.17

Race 6 - Grade 5/383 - Grade 5 - 9:05 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. CAWBOURNE SASHA and COSTLY GIRL bumped entering the back straight. LILLY PILLY LASS checked off the heels of WEEONA WENDY entering the back straight. COSTLY GIRL checked off the heels of CAWBOURNE SASHA entering the back straight. COSTLY GIRL checked off the heels of WEEONA WENDY shortly after. AIN'T NO BODY checked off the heels of LILLY PILLY LASS entering the back straight. AIN'T NO BODY checked off the heels of LILLY PILLY LASS shortly after. AIN'T NO BODY raced wide on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound WEEONA WENDY after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injury.

An examination of the greyhound AIN'T NO BODY after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injury.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 CAWBOURNE DIXIE at 3.60
2: No.7 CAWBOURNE SASHA at 10.40
3: No.3 LILLY PILLY LASS at 4.80
Unplaced Fav: WEEONA WENDY at 2.00
RUN ON: 1, 7, 3, 8, 5, 6
MARGINS: 4 1/4, 1 1/4, 1 1/2, 1 3/4, 10 1/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.87, 11.35-11.52

Race 7 - Best 8/383 - Best 8 - 9:28 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. DESTINI DELTA and REV FRED SLOY bumped shortly after the start. DESTINI DELTA, REV FRED SLOY and AEROPLANE ROSE bumped entering the back straight. REV FRED SLOY checked off the heels of NAT'S WISH entering the back straight. REV FRED SLOY and AEROPLANE ROSE bumped shortly after. REV FRED SLOY and AEROPLANE ROSE bumped near the driving tower. REV FRED SLOY and AEROPLANE ROSE bumped on the home turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.8 WEEONA BEC at 9.50
2: No.7 NAT'S WISH at 4.40
3: No.5 AEROPLANE ROSE at 2.70
Unplaced Fav: REV FRED SLOY at 2.50
RUN ON: 8, 7, 5, 2, 1
MARGINS: 4 3/4, 2, 1/2, 1
TIME/SPLITS: 22.51, 11.15-11.36

Race 8 - Mixed M/5/383 - Mixed M/5 - 9:49 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. DARREN ALLEN checked off the heels of AIR SAVAGE shortly after the start. BIONIC GIRL checked off the heels of LOCK IN entering the back straight. REV FRED SLOY checked off the heels of NAT'S WISH entering the back straight. REV FRED SLOY and AEROPLANE ROSE bumped near the driving tower. REV FRED SLOY and AEROPLANE ROSE bumped on the home turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 LOCK IN at 3.80
2: No.2 AIR SAVAGE at 2.00
3: No.3 BIONIC GIRL at 4.30
RUN ON: 7, 2, 3, 8, 1, 4, 6, 5
MARGINS: nose, 1 1/2, 2, neck, 2 1/2, 1, 6 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 22.97, 11.28-11.69